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1.

Introduction

This release information describes the most important functionalities delivered by Allocare AMS
Release 16.9.
The delivery of the software releases is handled via support or project managers. For additional
information regarding functionality please contact our support:
Phone: +41 62 748 65 55
Fax: +41 62 748 65 59
Mail: support@allocare.com
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2.

Summary

This is a short summary of the major achievements in Allocare AMS release 16.9. Further enhancements are described in subsequent chapters.

Allocare AMS Portfolio
 Position Rating and Classification: The loading, storing and analysis of position rating and
classification information is supported in the application.
 Price Moves for Bonds in Scenarios: The application allows definition of new scenarios
where bond prices can be modified with direct percentage changes (similar to Equity-likes).
 Transaction List: Transaction list column selection (Choose Columns) has been extended to
include all possible transaction properties as well as the properties of related objects (e.g.
portfolios, investments etc.).

Standard Reports
 Trade Ticket: Trade transactions can be printed directly from the transaction list.
 Active Reports: Several reports are now available in an ‘Active Reports’ version. Active
Reports allow users flexibility in customizing the report headers and footers.

Allocare AMS Administration
 Comments Field: A new Comments field has been added in various Allocare AMS Administration Tools.

Allocare AMS Web
 New Look and Feel: The Allocare AMS Web application has been enhanced with a new look
& feel.
 Notification Alert: The system now notifies users of the unread published documents in the
database via an alert button.
 One-Time-Password (OTP): A One-Time Password (OTP) feature has been introduced by
means of which the configured users will receive one-time-password (over email or SMS) in
order to successfully log in to the system.
 Configurable Templates for Transaction Search: The ‘Template’ options available for
viewing the Transaction Search results have been extended. Users can now dynamically s elect
their required columns and save the selection as a new template.

Important Information


The Reports menu has been revised by removing outdated reports from the menu. Users,
who may find one or more of their required report(s) missing from the menu, c an contact Allocare Support to have them added to the menu. Your feedback is vital in this regard.



Support for SQL Server 2016 in the application is being anticipated with Allocare AMS
release 17.3. Support for SQL Server 2008 and 2008R2 will eventually be discontinued from
Allocare AMS release 17.9.
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3.

Allocare AMS Portfolio

3.1

General

 Quick Search Toolbar: The toolbar has been extended with the option to search for orders:

Figure 1: Quick Search Toolbar

Additionally, the number of previous searches shown in the Quick Search toolbar (dropdown)
is configurable via registry.
 Investment Configuration: The numeric format of Issued Amount, Issue Price, Contract
Size, Trading Unit, Tradable Minimum and Denomination can be configured via the corresponding settings in the Code Values category ‘Investment Configuration’.

Figure 2: Investment Configuration

 Encrypted User Configuration Files: User.config files may contain security-sensitive information. These files can now be encrypted in order to avoid security breaches.
The encryption is machine and user based. If copied to a different machine or when run by a
different user, the information will not be decrypted.
Additionally for the Allocare AMS Job Execution Service, users may now provide the security credentials in the respective Config file (and encrypt the file for security). These credentials will be securely used by the service for accessing Allocare AMS Web or Allocare AMS
Executive for regular background processes.
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3.2

Lists

 Choose Columns Dialog: ‘Choose Columns’ for lists has been remodelled to a Choose Columns dialog. The new GUI presents the available columns in a more organized way. A Tree
View option is available that displays the columns organized in categories. The Tree View option is shown only when columns of the corresponding list can be categorized. A Search fun ction has been added and the column names can also be changed.

Figure 3: The Choose Columns Dialog

 New Context Menu Commands: ‘Expand’ and ‘Collapse’ commands are available in the
context menu of hierarchical lists (e.g. order list) and lists using the ‘grouping’ feature. Multiple expanded / collapsed groups can now be toggled together.

Figure 4: Expand and Collapse Options in Lists
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 Addressees in Portfolio List: The Addressees assigned to portfolio(s) can be viewed in the
portfolio list via the newly added Addressees column.

Figure 5: Portfolio List - New Addressee(s) Column

Furthermore, a new command Mass Change, Addressees is now available in the context
menu. It enables users to assign and remove / update the Addressees for one or multiple portfolios directly from the list. The required Add, Change and Delete commands can be specified
in the Mass Change dialog and executed on multiple portfolios.

Figure 6: Mass Change Portfolio Addressees

 Transaction List Columns: The list of columns available for selection has been extended to
include all possible transaction properties as well as the properties of related objects (e.g.
portfolios, investments etc.). Transaction fees and taxes can also be configured in the Code
Values editor to be shown in the list as separate columns.
 Search by Comments: The transaction search has been extended to include comments. The
full-text search engine in Microsoft SQL must be enabled, as a prerequisite. Additionally, it is
also possible to include reversals or reversed transactions in searc h criteria. The two new options are available in the new Advanced tab:

Figure 7: Search Transaction - New Options
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3.3

Position Rating and Classification

Allocare AMS now supports the loading, storing and analysis of position rating and classification
information in the application.

Loading / Assignment
The actual assignment of classifications to an inventory is achieved by means of Allocare AMS
Integration. A new file type ‘Position Classification (P77)’ has been added to the Genera l Data
Feed (GDF). It supports the export and import of position classification (classifier or rating) i ncluding history (i.e. classification changes can be traced).

Legal Entities
Definition of the rating and/or industry codes in the application is supported via legal entities.
The new Classification Usage setting ‘Position’ is available for the legal entities with the Assignment setting ‘Industry Classifier’, ‘Investment Classifier’ or ‘Rating Agency’:

Figure 8: Legal Entity Editor - Classification Usage (Position)

Attributes, Analysis and Constraints
The position rating / classification data is available for use in derived attributes and patterns. The
attribute definition, when appropriately configured, allows this data to be used wherever the attributes are available for evaluation e.g. displaying position classification in the Analysis Tree or
setting up constraints.
Note:

A new permission has also been added to the Security Access Role for modifying
position classification assignments. It must be appropriately configured for users
handling position classification.
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3.4

Methods and Attributes

New Methods
 Dur Prob Contrib: This method calculates the duration (Dur Prob) of a single investment in
relation to the duration (Dur Prob) of the portfolio.
 Time to Mat Contrib: This method calculates the time to maturity of a single investment in
relation to the time to maturity of the portfolio.
 Float Term Struct: This method shows the name of the reference term structure associated to
the underlying investment defined in the Floating Rule of a floater. It is used for forward rate
calculation to simulate cash flows for a floater.
 Riskless Rate 2: This method is a variant of the existing method ‘Riskless Interest Rate’. It
shows the riskless interest rate used to calculate investment statistics for the secondary cu rrency in case of currency derivatives.
 Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR): Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) for TWR is based on
the assumption that the given returns can be regarded as the realisation of a normal distributed
variable. The CVaR is calculated with mean, standard deviation and the cumulative normal
distribution table.

Miscellaneous
 Priority in Derived Attributes: The priority value range has been extended to four-digit
numbers. It is now possible to enter a priority up to 9999.

Figure 9: Derived Attributes – Priority

3.5

Compliance

 Calculation Flags: A new parameter ‘Calculation Flags’ has been added to the attributes
‘UCITS Global Exp %’, ‘AIF Commitment’ and ‘KKV Commitment’. The flag values can be
used to activate / deactivate a predefined client-specific logic of commitment calculation in
the system. Customers must contact Allocare Support in order to define the appropriate logic /
flag values in the system.
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3.6

Scenarios and Scenario Definitions

 Scenario Definitions – Secured Objects: Scenario Definitions now follow the Access Role
Security Model. They are visible and editable in the Allocare AMS Administration Security
Manager. The following new Access Roles have been added:
 Read Scenario Definitions
 Create Scenario Definitions
 Update Scenario Definitions
 Delete Scenario Definitions
 Manage Scenario Definition History.
The Scenario Definition Editor in Allocare AMS Portfolio has been extended by a Permission
Tab.
 Price Moves for Bonds: In existing versions of Allocare AMS, the bond prices in scenarios
are modified by discounting of cash flows using different interest rates (defined via term
structures). The application now allows definition of new scenarios where bond prices can be
modified with direct percentage changes (similar to Equity-likes).
For a given scenario, a move is defined for each of the market variables. In an example below,
a single value is specified for each of the two moves for ‘Interest (Prices)’ market variables.
This value is the percentage of relative changes in the clean prices of investments:

Figure 10: Scenario Moves – Single Value Defined for Interest (Prices)

As before, a vector of key rate shifts is defined for each of the three Interest (Rates) market
variables.
 Scenario Simulation: A new risk factor ‘Credit Spread’ has been added to the scenario simulation / stress testing module. This risk factor refers to the impact on the portfolio value when
credit spreads are changed. The simulation can be calculated with a relative change of c redit
spreads and all investments exposed to credit risk are re-priced.
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3.7

Corporate Events

 Accumulated Earnings: A new Corporate Event type ‘Accumulated Earnings’ has been added. It can be used as a reminder for investment funds where the distribution of ear nings is reinvested in the fund itself. No transactions are generated by the screening process of such
event.

Figure 11: Accumulated Earning - New Corporate Event

3.8

Trade Order Management

 Order Routing Workflow: The order routing for submit, cancel or external authorization can
now be pre-set in a customer specific procedure to define the required workflow. In the ‘O rder Configuration’ Code Values category a default value can be specified for the Send Via
field in the ‘Submit’, ‘Cancel’ and ‘External Authorization’ commands. Furthermore, the
specified value can also be enforced i.e. the end-user will not be allowed to change it. This is
a customer-specific functionality and can be delivered upon request.

3.9

Standard Reports

New Reports
 Active Reports: Active Reports offer flexibility in customizing report headers and footers.
Following is the list of reports available in an Active Reports version. Users may customize
the headers and footers in these reports as required:
 Asset Listing
 Transaction Journal
 Duration Analysis
 Analysis of Portfolio Constraints
 Order Journal with Checked Constraints
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 Trade Information / Trade Ticket: Trade transactions can be printed directly from the
transaction list. The respective context menu command ‘Print Transaction’ is available only
for transactions of the group ‘Trade’ (Securities, FX-Spot / FX-Forward).

Figure 12: Transaction List Context Menu

The Trade Information report shows the transaction data in three sections ‘Transaction’, ‘Investment’ and ‘Comments’.

Figure 13: Trade Information
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Enhanced Reports
 Transaction Journal: New options are available in the report GUI allowing users to define
the display of target cost movements on the report.

Figure 14: Transaction Journal

Miscellaneous
 Reports Menu: The Reports menu items have been revised.

Figure 15: Main Menu Bar in Allocare AMS Portfolio

Previously, almost all of the available reports were accessible via the Reports menu, making it
large and sometimes inconvenient to use. Over the time new reports were developed which
could replace existing ones. Presumably redundant or outdated reports ha ve been removed
from the menu. The reports have not been deleted from the system. All Reports and Report
Books will continue to function as before.
Important: Users, who may find one or more of their required report(s) missing from the
menu, can contact Allocare Support to have them added to the application
menu. Your feedback is vital in this regard. Reports removed from the menu
now will be eventually deleted from the application from Allocare AMS release
18.3 onwards.


PDF Library: A new version of the PDF library is deployed (dynapdf3.dll). It is now possible to add properties to PDF documents by means of a custom stored procedure.
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4.

Allocare AMS Administration

4.1

Comments Field in Various Tools

A new Comments field has been added in various Allocare AMS Administration Tools. It lets
users add information regarding the purpose and significance of an object that can be helpful in
working with the respective object in future. The new field is available in:
 User Manager – User / Group editors
 Security Manager –Container editor
 Role Manager – Role editor

Figure 16: User Editor - New Comments Field

Figure 17: Container Editor - New Comments Field
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5.

Allocare AMS Integration

Interfaces
 UBS Asset Link (UAL):
 SWIFT: The Standard Release 2016 is supported.
 MT350: Negative interest rates in deposits and fixed advances can now be processed in
the application.
 Allocare General Data Feed (GDF):
 P76: A new feed layout (P76) for exporting and importing corporate events is available.
 P77: A new file type (P77) for exporting and importing position classification (classifier
or rating) including history is available.
 Valor Data Feed (VDF):
 SWIFT: The Standard Release 2016 is supported.
 Inflation Index Factors: Inflation index factors can now be loaded as time series values.
 Credit Suisse PSN:
 SWIFT: The Standard Release 2016 is supported.
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6.

Allocare AMS Executive

 Acquisition Values and Tax Lots: Acquisition values and tax lots can be calculated from
Allocare AMS Executive using the new job types namely Acquisition Values Job (AVJ) and
Tax Lots Job (TLJ).
 Tree Export: Output files are stored in specific folders at a given path. A new folder will be
created if the specified folder does not exist already.
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7.

Allocare AMS Web

7.1

New Look & Feel

The Allocare AMS Web application now comes with a revised look & feel. The colour palette
and the font styles have been changed along with some other modifications to give the application a new appearance. Noteworthy changes are:
 Notifications alert (see section 7.2 Notification Alert),
 Reorganized and horizontally positioned Main Menu,
 New icons, and
 Logout button relocated to the top right corner of the page.

Figure 18: Welcome Page

Note:

System Administrator may configure the application to position the Main Menu
either vertically (as in the figure above) or horizontally along the left side.

Figure 19: New Colour Palette for Graphs
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7.2

Notification Alert

If there are unread published documents in the database, the system will notify the user via sp ecial alert button:
information.

7.3

. By clicking on the alert button, a popup box appears showing the de tailed

One-Time-Password (OTP)

A One-Time Password (OTP) feature has been introduced in addition to the existing usernamepassword combination. OTP can be configured (via legal entities) by a System Administrator.
Configured users, after they have successfully entered their username-password combination,
will receive a password over email or SMS. If a user fails to enter the correct OTP within the
predefined time, the OTP will be invalidated. The user must restart the process and request a new
OTP password.

Figure 20: One-Time-Password (OTP)

7.4

Configurable Templates for Transaction Search

The ‘Template’ options available for viewing the ‘Transaction Search’ and ‘Transactions Year to
Date’ results have been extended beyond the existing ‘Standard’ and ‘Detail’ templates. Users
can now dynamically select their required columns and save the selection as a new template.

Figure 21: Transaction Search

All of the transaction properties and properties of linked objects (e.g. portfolio) are available in
the Choose Columns dialog allowing users the flexibility to set up templates specific to their
requirements. The selected columns are immediately shown in the Transactions Search page. The
selection can also be saved as a new template.
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8.

System Requirements

8.1

Operating Systems

Allocare AMS Release 16.9 supports the following operating systems:


Windows 10 is supported for workstations.



Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 are supported for workstations.



Windows 7 (SP1) is supported for workstations.



Windows Vista (SP2) is supported for workstations.



Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2 are supported as server operating system running Microsoft SQL Server or Internet Information Services.



Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 are supported as server operating system running Microsoft SQL Server or Internet Information Services (SP1 required for SQL
Server installation).

8.2

Database Management Systems

Allocare AMS Release 16.9 supports the following database management systems:


Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Service Pack 3)



Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 (Service Pack 3 recommended, enable trace flag 4135).



Microsoft SQL Server 2008 (Service Pack 4 required, enable trace flag 4135).



SQL Server Native Client 10.0 (2008) and 11.0 (2012).

8.3

Web Servers

Allocare AMS Web Release 16.9 will run on Microsoft IIS 7.0 and 8.5.


ASP.NET 4.5 (Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 is required).

8.4

Web Browsers

Allocare AMS Web Release 16.9 supports the following browsers:


Microsoft Internet Explorer version 8.0 up to 11.0



Microsoft Edge (Windows 10)



Firefox 46



Chrome 50.0



Safari 8.0 on Macintosh

Note:

The supported upper version can be configured in the Allocare AMS configuration
file. As long as a newer version is backward compatible, only the configuration file
needs to be changed.
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8.5

Installation Requirements

An important installation prerequisite is the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable –
14.0.23918 that must be available on a client machine before installing the Allocare AMS application suite. When the Allocare AMS installation is executed through the Setup executable provided on the installation CD, the redistributable is automatically installed (if not already avail able). Users may also install it manually on to their systems.
The Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable installation also includes the Update for Universal C
Runtime in Windows. Note that when Allocare AMS is installed by copying all files from the
installation CD, the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows (KB2999226) must be installed
on the system manually (if not already installed by the Windows Update).
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9.

Overview of Available Modules

9.1

Standard Modules

Module

Description

Standing Data

Various editors and lists for maintaining the standing data necessary for asset management.

Portfolio Analysis

Analysis Tree and Matrix for analyzing portfolio figures under
different scenarios, constraints, events and more.

Transaction Management

Transaction management features for a multitude of transaction
types.

Performance Measurement

A vast array of methods for measuring portfolio returns.

Constraints

Setup of constraints and monitoring portfolios.

Standard reports

Approximately 30 standard reports covering the basic requirements for portfolio management reporting.

Administration

An administration tool for managing users, groups and other security features.

Executive

A batch tool for automated calculations.

Integration

A tool for the import / export of feed data.

Info

A communication tool enabling exchange of messages between
the users / groups of the same database.

9.2

Add-Ons

Module

Description

TOM

Trade Order Management.

FPV / TSS

Flexible Portfolio Valuation / Time Series Schema.

Value at Risk (VaR)

Value at Risk Analysis (historic, Monte Carlo, RiskMetrics).

Scenario/ Stress Testing

Scenario and Stress Testing Analysis.

RTV

Real Time Valuation (prices, FX).

FIA

Fixed Income Attribution.

MFC

Management and Performance Fee Calculation.

TCC

Transaction Cost Calculation (includes Actual/Target Cost Analysis).

GIPS

Composite Management.

BRM

Breach Management.

Legal Constraints a)

Legal/Regulatory Constraints for funds.

Corporate Actions

Automated processing of corporate actions.

Allocare AMS Web

Web based solution for investors and asset owners to analyze
portfolios anytime and anywhere.

Tax Reportinga)

Tax Reporting for several countries.
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Module

Description

Customized
Reporting

9.3

a)

Customized reporting in your look & feel based on individual
requirements.

Standard Interfaces

Module

Description

Allocare GDF

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF) is a standard interface to import data
and export data from an Allocare AMS Database.

Market Data a)

Interfaces to market data providers (e.g. SIX Financial Information,
Bloomberg)

Custodiansa)

Interfaces to more than ten custodians (e.g. State Street, UBS, Pictet,
…) in multiple booking centers

Ordersa)

Interfaces to Brokers/Trading platforms (e.g. Bloomberg TSOX /
EMSX)

Settlement
Instructions

Instructions for custodians and brokers

Core Applications a)

Interfaces to Core Banking (e.g. Avaloq) or Investment and Fund Accounting Systems (e.g. GP3, SAP)

a)

Please contact Allocare Support for latest information on coverage.
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